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Dive into a splashy tale with the Berenstain Bears in a fun-filled addition to this classic New York Times
bestselling series.

It's the Berenstain Bears' first trip to the aquarium, and the cubs can't wait to see their favorite sea
creatures. From whales to dolphins and everything in between, it’s an adventure the cubs will never forget!

The Berenstain Bears at the Aquarium is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences.
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From Reader Review The Berenstain Bears at the Aquarium for
online ebook

Shelli says

A little bit longer for an early reader level 1 than most level one books. Still a good read for those young
readers to build up reading confidence and fluency. Lots of colorful pictures to help the reader figure out
some of the more challenging words. So many wonderful sea creatures to see at the Aquarium the Berenstain
Bears have a hard time deciding what to look at first.

Margaret Chind says

Huh, and I thought Little Critter: Going to the Sea Park was a field trip in a book. This Level 1 I can Read!
Berenstain Bears early reader is spot on with my thoughts and memories of an aquarium/water-life park.
Learn about different fish and ocean creatures. Find facts about them and encourage discussion and
conversation. This is a fabulous family style early reader.

*Thanks to HarperCollins Children's for providing a copy for review.*

scheduled: http://creativemadnessmama.com/blog/2...

Danette says

5/8/18 Read with Naomi & Julia.
5/14/18 Read with Naomi & Julia

Cameron says

Though it was a bit odd to see "Honey Bear", since she didn't exist in this series when I was a child, this was
actually a decent story. However, it lacked any true depth. It is one of those stories that didn't offer some
moral. Instead, it is a simple adventure in which the family takes a trip to the aquarium. It does a good job
displaying some of the things young children can expect to see if they should visit an aquarium.

Krista Mcdowell says

This was a cute book about the aquarium. It talked about all the cool animals and in the pictures exaggerated
others. students would like this book because they either can relate or would want to learn more about the
animals. I love the Bernstain Bears and all their books because I can always relate to them.



Whitney says

One of C's favorites.

Cassandra Gelvin says

More boring than a real aquarium.

Meh. Very boring story. It's just badly written. I was kind of hoping that Brother and Sister wouldn't get what
they wanted at the end, like the attraction was closed or something, and they would have to deal with the fact
that other animals are also cool. These kids are just a frigging pain. They're not very likable. I don't really
have much to say about it. It basically says that nothing in the aquarium is interesting except the main show.
That's what the kids want to see, and anything else that their parents point out to them is boring. They don't
care. They just will not shut up about the stupid dolphins and whale. There's no resolution or character
development. There's no real point, let alone a message.

The family goes to an aquarium. They look at all the fish. Brother and Sister want to see the whale and the
dolphins, respectively, and their parents keep telling them, "Frigging wait. For crying out loud, there are
other things here." The cubs just want to see the main attraction, and they go and see it. The end.

It feels like they're trying to make a point, because the cubs keep seeing signs for the main attraction, keep
whining about it, and keep getting delayed. There should have been a message here. Perhaps, you don't have
enough time to see everything and you don't always get what you want. But no, they got what they wanted.

The best part: The badly-written ending. "The whale and the dolphin made a big splash. The family got all
wet. 'Splash!' yelled Honey. They laughed and laughed and laughed." And it just ends right there.

Message: The only interesting things that live underwater are dolphins and whales.

For more children's book reviews, see my website at http://www.drttmk.com.

Jennifer says

This is a cute book about the aquarium. I love that they had a wonderful day.

Kristine Hansen says

Not a great book. Details about some of the animals was wrong (Killer whale and dolphin performing
together?) and the cubs seem like brats who don't want to look at anything except what they're interested in.
Even the wonders pointed out to them really don't engage them for long, which doesn't send a good message
to kids when you want them to go somewhere with you like this.

Really kind of disappointing overall. And I really want to know when Honey showed up. Since when is there



a new baby? Shouldn't there have been some kind of new baby or mom's expecting book? Did I miss
something?

Nicole says

I didn't feel The Berenstain Bears at the Aquarium had enough substance to grab a young reader's attention.
The sentences are repetitive in a way that makes what is being said vague and difficult to follow.

Mia Morrison says

A tale from a different age, though my child greatly enjoyed it and its pictures. The bears take a trip to the
aquarium where they see creatures of all sorts who live in and around the water. Featuring the highlights of
their journey and a whale/dolphin show this book is a great addition to a classic library.

Tanya says

Since when is there another bear?

Christine says

Don't waste your time, Jan and Mike Berenstain have completely ruined the series.

Jaime says

Our Family loves all The Berenstain Bears books And normaly we give 4 stars, however I could not over
look a huge mistake in this book. Typically they do a great job of educating your children but they goofed
this time. They show a Killer Whale & a bottle nose looking dolphin In The same tank. Would never happen!
They both have way different temps of there pool water, not to mention a killer whale would try to attack a
dolphin like that. No way these two would ever perform a show together. It's still a cute book but had to
explain to my daughter why it was not like that at Sea World.

Rosa Cline says

This is a level 1 book with repetitive words within the story, but not written where it's boring. It's also fun to
learn about the various fish and things that live in the ocean as the bear family goes to the aquarium...even
explaining what an aquarium is when Sister asks. Nice beginning book for children to learn by


